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A stunning visual history of tarotUsed for self-exploration or divination, tarot has, for more than
500 years, been the most popular and accessible of all esoteric tools, looming large in today’s
mainstream culture. Why? Because the cards are inexpensive and easy to carry—a perfect
traveling companion and, therefore, an invitation to a journey inward and out.Humans are
drawn to playing games and feel driven to find meaning in the chaos of paradoxical signs. The
vivid iconography of the “Arcanas” speak to us like no other language, moving us to the core,
weaving through each card a universal story, a metaphorical pathway of transformation.This
400-page book presents—for the first time—a close look at 500 years of figurative card decks
created or used for fortune telling, divinations, and oracle purposes, and explores, one card at
the time, their iconographic roots at the crossroads of the medieval imaginarium, Western
esoteric wisdom, folklore, and also contemporary art and pop culture. With hundreds of images
drawn from more than 100 decks, rarely published and often forgotten in library archives, this
book offers the first visual history of tarot.



The High Priestess, Arthur Hacker, nineteenth century.IN THE BEGINNING WAS THE
VOICEIn the beginning was the voice. These words woke me up in the middle of the night, not
as a dream or a spoken statement, but as a kind of message waiting for me. I had spent the
day and evening reading this wondrous book, thinking about its array of marvels over many
centuries and many traditions, the way it gracefully dances between Renaissance classical art,
folk images, alchemical and magical symbols, fashion shows, and mystically received
messages, all the way to movies, television, and comic books—and especially how Laetitia
moves gracefully through every part of it.What unites it all is joy, that much is clear on every
page—love, and delight for all the manifestations, all the twists and turns of cartomancy and its
endless variety. Many years ago, a Greek-American teacher named Ioanna Salajan told a
group of us in Amsterdam, “Nothing is learned except through joy.” And then she added that
many of us would not believe it. I believed it, and I wonder now if it was because the tarot had
already come into my life, and even though the cards might expose pain and hard challenges,
there was always joy in the discovery.Laetitia knows this. We see her delight in every picture,
every story. We feel it at the beginning, when she tells us that she and the tarot were like “the
vampire sweethearts in Jim Jarmusch’s movie, Only Lovers Left Alive,” always drawn back to
each other so that the years would fall away the moment she picked up the cards again.Notice
that she does not say that she was drawn back, but that she and the tarot were pulled to each
other. This is a great secret, one that Laetitia not only knows but lays bare before us, over and
over—the tarot, and all the varied traditions of les jeux divinatoires, the “games” known
collectively as cartomancy, are alive, a living being expressed in pictures and meaning.Let me
be clear. I do not refer to angels, or devils, or ghosts haunting or simply inhabiting the pictures.
There are certainly many for whom the cards, tarot or others, open them to actual spoken
messages from “angels and guides,” as many contemporary psychics like to say. Rather, I am
talking about something simpler, and perhaps stranger, or at least more direct. For many of us,
the cards do not need an outside spirit to enter them. The pictures themselves, fed by
centuries of artists and writers and readers devoted to them, become our teachers, our friends
—our lovers. All this we find in this wonderful book, in every cluster of images, every joyous
story.And let us say as well, and as strongly as possible—no one has ever done anything like
this before. To my knowledge, no one has even attempted anything like this, a deep and loving
survey of the entire history of cartomancy. We might think of Stuart Kaplan’s four-volume
Encyclopedia of Tarot. But Kaplan’s work was exhaustive rather than appreciative, a heroic
attempt to include every tarot deck from the beginning to the present—an impossible goal, of
course; the final volume was incomplete even before it was released. And, of course, he
confined himself to tarot, rather than explore the vast “multiverse” (a comic-book term Laetitia
would no doubt appreciate) of cartomancy, from the earliest days to the present.Laetitia too
does not attempt to cover the vast range of contemporary cards, whether tarot or oracle decks.
For this we will have to hope for a second volume. But she certainly explores the world of non-
tarot cartomantic traditions, not just the ones many of us know, but deck after deck of obscure
miracles, fascinating in their (sometimes unique) mantic systems and gorgeous in their lush
art.And, yet, with all this, there was something else in the book. And so I woke up in the middle
of the night with that sentence. In the beginning was the voice.Here is the first thing the book
tells us: “I am a Frenchwoman writing in English.” There is something special about writers who
write in the “tongue,” which is to say the sounds, the living voice of their adopted country. We
might think of Isaac Bashevis Singer, who began in Yiddish and switched to English, or most



famously, Vladimir Nabokov, who first translated his own books from the original Russian, then
wrote directly in English. Both of these, Nabokov especially, sought fluency in their new
language, the quality of a native speaker.Laetitia embraces her border-crossing, the straddling
of two linguistic worlds to bring a sense of play and wit. It is the Voice of Delight, and it infuses
every page, even those that are mostly, sometimes entirely, pictures. For isn’t the tradition of
cartomancy one of images speaking to us? And here they speak across cultures, as does the
author.As I write this, the internet, that wondrous Otherworld straddling the physical and the
disembodied realm of information, has given birth to a new generation of cartomantic
mediums. That somewhat ponderous phrase—Laetitia no doubt would find a better one—refers
to those psychic card readers mentioned above, who refer to “angels and guides.” They use
tarot, often multiple decks—and how can you resist, there are so many?—and, like this book,
often mix tarot and oracle cards. At the same time, the messages they receive may come in
images or statements. And because the internet fosters equality and access above all else, the
mediums want us to know that we too have this ability.We just need to open ourselves, to trust.
To listen.For Laetitia, the angels and guides are the cards themselves. And their language,
their native tongue, is images, which is to say beauty. Look through this book—really, begin
anywhere at all and go in any direction at all, and the inescapable message, almost a physical
sensation, is that the true language of divination is beauty. The cards in fact contain precise
meanings (this is perhaps most true of nineteenth-century cartomancy decks, such as
Lenormand), sometimes even written directly on the cards, but they truly speak to us, even the
simplest ones, through the power of images.Many writers on tarot and cartomancy, especially
its history, attempt a detached, “objective” style, attempting to distill from their words the
passion and curiosity that originally drove them to their subject. Laetitia knows better, for isn’t
cartomancy, tarot or otherwise, at its core the most subjective and personal of experiences?
Not just the historians, but many of those who write about specific decks and traditions, say,
Lenormand in cartomancy, or Etteilla in tarot, give a set of instructions for how to interpret the
cards. I remember looking at an Etteilla deck once and noticing that if card A came up next to
card B, “you will go on a picnic but it will be rained out.” Amazingly, the only time anyone ever
did a reading for me with Etteilla, those two cards came out. The reader interpreted them
psychologically.Laetitia actually goes beyond the false separation of objective meaning and
subject interpretation. She uses herself as the vehicle of understanding the cards and what
they can mean in our lives, and her two languages as something akin to the two sphinxes, one
black, one white, who pull the tarot chariot.She points out that the word image becomes, in
French, an anagram of the word magie, or, in English, “magic.” The pictures, she says, “anoint
themselves within us, and their beauty brush over our soul.” What changes, what moves
between the two words, is the letter i, from the beginning of image to almost the end of magic.
In English, that letter becomes not only the I of the reader, but also, in sound (for cartomancy is
spoken and heard as well as seen), the eye that sees the images and lets them into our
soul.Laetitia sees all this, but with the eye (I) of a poet, a dancer.This lovely image of magie
comes to us at the beginning of the book, followed quickly by the description of cartomancy as
“highbrow, lowbrow, throughout the world, a pocketable museum of art history,” with a spread,
that is to say, a reading, as “a small-scale temporary exhibition.” But of course, this momentary
museum exhibit is also a portrait of a person’s soul and a map of their lives.She also tells us
that the cards for her become “an Orphic artform,” and a “poetic ritual,” and then, dancing
lightly (Laetitia’s movements are never ponderous) “a trickster art form.” As a storyteller, I
imagine, that is, see images in the mind’s I, a tale of Orpheus the singer, and Hermes, god of
magicians and con artists, doing a reading together. And who might their client be? Maybe



Laetitia Barbier, at the very beginning of this glorious journey—and then again, at the
end.RACHEL POLLACKBest known as one of the world’s foremost tarot experts, Rachel
Pollack is the author of such classics as Seventy-Eight Degrees of Wisdom and The New Tarot
Handbook. She’s also the creator of The Shining Tribe Tarot and co-creator with Robert Place
of The Burning Serpent Oracle and the Raziel Deck.A prolific author, Pollack also penned over
40 books of fiction and non-fiction, many of them in the speculative or sci-fi genres, including
Unquenchable Fire, which won the Arthur C. Clarke Award, and Godmother Night, which won
the World Fantasy Award. A comic book writer and pioneer, Pollack’s work for DC Comics’
Doom Patrol in the 1990s is celebrated for introducing one of the world’s first transgender
superheroes.Rachel’s work has been translated into 16 languages, and she has taught and
lectured on tarot, creative writing, gender, and innumerable other topics in the U.S. Canada,
Europe, the UK, Australia, New Zealand, and China. And until her retirement, she was a senior
faculty member of Goddard College’s MFA in Writing program.TABLE OF CONTENTSIN THE
BEGINNING WAS THE VOICEINTRODUCTIONA BRIEF HISTORY OF CARDS AND THEIR
USE AS A SPIRITED DEVICETHE MAJOR ARCANASThe FoolThe MagicianThe Popess –
The High PriestessThe EmpressThe EmperorThe Pope – The HierophantThe Lover – The
LoversThe ChariotJusticeThe HermitThe Wheel of FortuneStrengthThe Hanged
ManDeathTemperanceThe DevilThe TowerStarThe MoonThe SunJudgementThe WorldTHE
MINOR ARCANASThe Suit of CoinsThe Suit of SwordsThe Suit of CupsThe Suit of
WandsCARTOMANCY AND DIVINATION GAMESThe Suit of DiamondsThe Suit of
SpadesThe Suit of HeartsThe Suit of ClubsEtteillaMademoiselle LenormandThe Hieroglyphic
Tarot of Madame Dulora de la HayeLa Sibylle des SalonsDas Auge Gottes: The Eye of
GodThe Arithmetic GameLe Tarot AstrologiqueThe Great Game of the HandThe Antique
Destiny DeckMODERN TAROTThe Brady TarotThe Dust II OnyxKahn & SelesnickGhetto
TarotPavlov’s TarotUusiNotesSelected BibliographyAcknowledgmentsThe Fool, Kahn &
Selesnick, 2017.INTRODUCTIONMy name is Laetitia Barbier. I’m a French person who wears
many hats. I’ve been nesting in Brooklyn, New York, for the past ten years following a
moderately bohemian past divided between Paris and Berlin. Starting at a young age, I have
had an idiosyncratic relationship with the tarot, although it would be dishonest to pretend that I
was any good at tarot reading until far later in my adult life. My connection with the cards has
evolved immensely over time, mimicking the passionate upheavals of love as they come in and
out of my life. Like the vampire sweethearts in Jim Jarmusch’s Only Lovers Left Alive, my first
Marseille deck and I would stay apart for years, only to symbiotically fall back into one another
without feeling any time had passed.In tarot, I found a solid, comfortable, and very private
relationship that merged aesthetic and spiritual pursuits and provided solace in times of crisis.
The pantheon of archetypal figures within it served as role models, a group of symbolic peers
who judged me fairly. They revealed bad news with a dark but witty sense of humor that made
my eyes roll and my mind connects the dots. Somehow, I could rely on their presence, even if
we didn’t have much to say to one another. In this soundless dialogue with the tarot, my own
introverted nature thrived. There was something in the beauty of these cards, first the
Marseille, then the Rider-Waite-Smith deck, that spoke to my own depth in a very direct,
transparent way. It’s as if the arcanas had their own poetic language, articulated and clear, a
musicality I could immediately comprehend and connect to. From this strange encounter, I
learned to understand and map the world around me, name the emotions I would accidentally
drown myself in, recognize the paradoxes of my own human nature. Throughout time, these
mere pieces of paper have helped me unpack and unlearn, define who I am and who I am
not.What can we learn and who can we learn from by looking at pretty pictures? How much



information can we access if we gently pull the thread of our fascination for images? Although
these questions weren’t really formulated in my brain as I was first experimenting with tarot, the
desire to find answers to them is, by default, how I fell into the study of art history. Brought up
Catholic, I was raised with a vague understanding that visual representations were capable of
carrying sparks of the divine and that we could create transcendent relationships with the
sacred through them, using iconography as a gateway. In French, the anagram of “image” is
“magie”—magic. And that’s something that I took quite literally. Like an anatomist looking for
the seat of consciousness in the mechanics of the human body, I yearned to understand the
talismanic qualities that images hold, what makes them icons. No matter where the magic
hides, the pictures we create or surround ourselves with can animate themselves within us as
their beauty brushes over our soul.Living in Paris, museums became sorts of surrogate
churches for me, especially the Musée d’Orsay and the Musée d’Art Moderne de Paris. I
remember oscillating between specific paintings at key moments of my life, only to realize later,
through introspective work, why I needed to gravitate to these depictions, what they came to
signal, the voids they symbolically filled. I loved these artworks as cultural objects, inscribed in
the grand history of civilization. Nonetheless, I saw something else in them, beyond the
intention of the creator. A projection of myself, a blind spot that I wouldn’t otherwise be able to
reach. A part of myself appeared fixating on the canvas, laid bare. As I journeyed through the
galleries, a sort of dissociation operated in me between the eye of my intellect and the eye of
my soul.My relationship to tarot evolved from this way of reading images when I understood the
cards as they flickered through that double gaze and not through a formulaic system of
interpretation. Whether they were intended for games or for esoteric purposes, throughout the
six centuries covering their existence, these cards were always a product of their own time
period, infused with spiritual, artistic, social, or political values of the era in which they
appeared. These aspects included the vision of the artist who designed them, the clientele they
were meant to entertain, the manufacturing techniques and economical trades they served,
and in some case, the occultist who conceptualized them; all these different stratas are
capable of igniting something within me as I read the cards for myself or for others. Recently, I
began a tumultuous exploration in search of the cards’ iconographic lineage, the genealogy of
their symbolism, their cultural significance, and the history of their practice. Without surprise, I
discovered a culture always in motion, growing organically, morphing through contact with
different communities, simultaneously encompassing highbrow and lowbrow, throughout time,
throughout the world, a curious phenomenon in which card games were hijacked to become
divination or meditation tools because of their powerful imagery. What these images are
ultimately about can’t really be asserted in a definitive way, although many readers have tried
to do so, believing they have pierced the secrets of the “true tarot,” calcifying this always
shifting tradition to serve a doctrine.As we’ll see, the fifteenth-century Pope of the Visconti-
Sforza deck shares very little with the Hierophant of the Rider-Waite-Smith deck, yet the stories
these two cards encompass are definitely worth talking about. Cards are the ultimate
repository of epitomes, of hyperbolic avatars. As we playfully manipulate them, in the comfort
of a simulation, these big ideas appear accessible, less ferocious, and so tiny printed on paper,
in the palm of our hands. Their black mirror quality shines back at us, something about our
culture, about our own intimacy. Beyond the superficial nature of what they were created for,
we scry into them with the hope of meeting the strangers within us.Within the next pages, we’ll
see a lot of very pretty pictures. Packs of cards are more than ludic devices—they share many
connections with the realm of the arts. A tarot deck, for example, is like a pocketable museum.
In essence, it presents a static collection ruled by a linear progression. The numbered Minor



and Major Arcanas and their narrative sequence can be read like art history itself. The Fool’s
Journey is a continuum, a initiatic story, canonic and empirical, an operatic succession of low
and high points. When we shuffle the cards and arrange them into a spread, they become
small-scale temporary exhibitions, gracefully curated by serendipity. Keeping the integrity of
their own narrative, each card is reinvented, building a new story through the contact with other
cards. In this symbolic pileup, we see them paradoxically identical yet nuanced,
metamorphasized. The Surrealists called this very phenomenon “objective chance”—from an
unpredictable encounter (let’s say, for example, an umbrella and a sewing machine on a
dissection table), new ideas automatically emerge, unexpected answers arise before our eyes.
A color will lose its primary sense and speak to us differently. Friction and other dynamics will
carry our attention beyond what is objectively visible. Suddenly, these cards we’ve seen a
thousand times will appear in a new light. As readers, we are meant to study what’s on the
cards, but also to pay attention to what exists in the interstitial cracks forming between
them.Over the years, I’ve learned to appreciate tarot as more of an Orphic art form than a
fortune-telling tool. It is a poetic ritual in which words and images are woven into time and
space to offer us comfort, grounding, or advice. It also is a trickster art form, because the cards
aren’t here to tell the truth. They shed light on one of many truths that needs to be heard, seen,
and made real for an instant.Although it sounds very abstract, one of the most iconic examples
of that process might be found in the cult science-fiction film The Matrix, and its incredible
Oracle scene. In the classic sequence, Neo is brought to a diviner so she can confirm that he
is “the One.” I’ve always loved that scene for how demystifying and against expectation this
contemporary prophetess, played by Gloria Foster, was, redefining the idea of a sibyl in such a
drastic and inspiring way. Modern and empress-like, warm and accessible. As spectators, we
are meant to understand pretty quickly that she is the real deal: She knows Neo is going to
break a vase upon arrival, and she talks about very intimate details concerning his relationship
to Morpheus. Then comes the “reading” part, performed quite comically like a medical exam:
She puts her glasses on, auscultating him like a physician, asking him to open his mouth,
looking at the eyes and palms, amusing herself even about the theatrics of her mystical
performance while she smokes cigarettes and bakes cookies. And the auguries are fatally
announced: Neo is not the One. Of course, the plot will reveal later that he is. Was she wrong?
Did she know but couldn’t tell? Like the Matrix Oracle, the cards often need to say no for us to
be able to create a yes. What would have happened if the Oracle had told Neo who he was?
Maybe he would have caved in, out of fear, crushed under the responsibility of being a cyber
messiah. Maybe his ego, bloated by the flattery of such an important mission, would have
failed him. As the Oracle says no, she lays the first stone for him to do the initiatic process to
become the One and accomplish his destiny. With the cards, we learn we have to build our
path by ourselves in response to the message—with it or against it.What is this book really
about? Tarot and Divination Cards: A Visual Archive is about the culture of cartomancy in a
broader sense: the art and practice of reading cards—all types of cards. Within these pages,
we’ll look at six centuries of card-making and explore where this impulse of using them for
prognostic or introspective work comes from, who does it, and why. We’ll try to see what these
images translate about humans and our obsession with playing games, translating images into
words, and creating order out of chaos. As we look through these images from the past and
explore what they communicated as they evolved through time, we’ll also try to get a grip on
how this culture is being revived today, through new economical systems, communication tools,
and the transformation of the practice of tarot reading itself. We’ll see how artists, readers,
scholars of all generations, genders, and races, have allowed for these card-centric practices



to find a new legitimacy and democratize themselves.Although grounded in history, it would be
a wrongful assessment to believe this book is the work of a tarot historian. I can’t pretend to be
a prestigious scholar of the likes of Michael Dummett, Mary K. Greer, Paul Huson, Robert
Place, or Andrea Vitali, who among many others, spent decades working on these topics and
whose work I admire greatly. As we’ll see together, the history of tarot and card practices is a
rich and complex field, laced with disagreements and speculations, which is why I’m including
a lengthy bibliography. Whatever this book lacks, you’ll be able to find a plethora of websites,
publications, books, and many other joyous rabbit holes in which you can carve your own
conclusion.With great humility, I can admit that my work will always be biased. Although I have
an academic background, I am a tarot reader, and the poetic eye will always prevail over the
intellectual one. For this very reason, this book isn’t encyclopedic, either—doesn’t pretend to
show the most iconic examples nor the most historically relevant. Curated with the help of my
own arbitrary sensibility, I’m showing a collection of examples that I find fascinating for their
beauty, the originality of their system, or the incredible story they tell. This book was born out of
my dual relationship with the cards themselves. Esoteric and exoteric, cards as both poetic
auguries and cultural products. I’d love to believe this publication exists in this liminal space. A
space in which curiosity is tickled. My ultimate intent was to showcase the great beauty and
wealth of the cards and make them accessible to a wider audience, whether they are divination
card enthusiasts or just amateurs of pretty pictures.LAETITIA BARBIERThe Star, Brady Tarot,
Emi Brady. 2018.Fresco from the Casa Borromeo in Milan, Italy, showing a group of tarocchi
players, unknown artists, 1440s.A BRIEF HISTORY OF CARDS AND THEIR USE AS A
SPIRITED DEVICEDiving into the history of card divination is akin to the act of inspecting of a
beautiful piece of Chantilly lace: a strange, tantalizing experience, flickering through opacity
and see-through perceptions, interwoven storylines and a great deal of holes and mysteries in
which one is invited to imagine what hides behind hazy veils. Writing a thorough and empirical
history of card divinations is a thorny, ever-shifting enterprise for a myriad of reasons. On one
hand, this story exists in the shadow of other more concrete, well-documented narratives, like
the development of card games, the evolution of printed media, or the accessibility of paper in
late medieval Europe, for example. But whether we discuss tarot, piquet, or minchiate decks,
we have to keep in mind that these packs of cards were invented for play, nothing else. The
phenomenon of reading fortunes with them is a bastardization of their primary function, a sort
of intuitive hijacking. The divide between card history as cultural objects and their vernacular
use for magic or divination is hard to parse through. As we’ll see, the earliest decks
commercially released as esoteric tools date from the eighteenth century, and, to this day,
historians still debate the use of cards for divination prior to that time because of the lack of
tangible evidence or written documents. Yet, like many other forms of folk divination
condemned by the Catholic Church, we could easily imagine why such practices would have
been perilous to chronicle or advertise, so they were left to survive between the cracks of
orality and clandestinity. Nonetheless it is hard to believe that cartomancy and later taromancy
—products of the perennial human obsession with creating meaning out of the chaos of life—
were suddenly born after centuries of card circulations, while so many other games of chance,
like dice, were used in some playful scrying.On the other hand, the inherent fragility of the
cards themselves, preventing their conservation, hinders their studies to the few examples that
survive the passage of time. For every pack of cards we have left, there might have been
hundreds of others simultaneously in circulation, now withered away and lost forever. In the
context of the tarot, the earliest example we have access to are the precious decks
commissioned by the Northern Italian aristocracy in the fifteenth century, kept like treasures



behind the prestigious doors of libraries. Yet these exceptional objects, designed as status
symbols, only inform us about a small layer of the card culture from then on, and fail to address
the carta vulgaris, the infra-world of popular card playing, of mass-produced decks and their
hypothetical divinatory use. Never thought to be valuable, these ephemeras turned into dust,
only leaving a handful of games, a minuscule fragment of each epoch’s reality.In the realm of
card divination scholarship, we grasp onto a small array of historical evidence, the tip of an
iceberg mostly submerged by oblivion, leaving much room for speculation and romantic
theories. Many occultists mythologized cards and their sacred origins, sometimes to justify a
doctrine, affirm their spiritual authority, or have a definitive assessment of the white whale that
is the “true tarot.” An understanding of the cards’ factual history began to solidify in the
twentieth century as scholars began to untangle the romance from reality, carving out different
narratives, distanced from the esoteric, yet always with one foot plunged in the dark. Still in the
making, this history is filled with tricksters and legends. Theories can shift at any moment every
time a scholar finds a missing link—a text or a card in a forgotten drawer of an institution, a
piece of evidence that joins together two elements of this historical puzzle. Here, I’ll try my best
to break down this parceled story in a synthetic fashion, looking at what we know for fact, as
well as the different satellite beliefs surrounding each era, but please be aware that I’m only
brushing the surface of a history that is always in motion.Card games arrived in Europe around
the late fourteenth century. If the Chinese invented the concept of playing with pieces of printed
paper, trade connections helped these games to diffuse and adapt in different ways through
Persia, India, or Northern Africa. One of the most established theories knighted the so-called
Mamluk deck as the legitimate ancestor of our playing cards. Originating around the thirteenth
century in the Mamluk Sultanate of Egypt, this game of cards was composed of four suits
(Cups, Polo Sticks, Scimitars, and Coins) as well as a group of four non-figurative courtcards
(King, First Governor, Second Governor, and Helper1), a structure and suit system that our
Western card games inherited.Brought by merchants and sailors, these games inherited from
the Muslim world were introduced to Europe by its Mediterranean gateways. Spain and Italy
developed their own singular games according to a nomenclature comparable to the one
developed by the Mamluk decks, adjusting the suits to Cups, Coins, Swords or Arrows, and
Clubs. In the blink of an eye, card games went viral, produced en masse via woodblock printing
presses and circulated, all over the rest of Europe, so much that local governments were
compelled to write laws against gambling. The Church also pulled the trigger, adding card
playing to the long list of sinful behaviors capable of corrupting one’s soul.In the fifteenth
century, the Italians conceptualized a new type of deck, including a fifth suit, a group of
allegorical cards referred to as the trionfi suit, which aimed to add some complexity to trick-
taking games. More cards, more fun. Left for us to admire are the several Visconti decks
commissioned by the Duchy of Milan, as well as a couple of other examples from Northern
Italy. Gilded and hand-painted, these decks were prized possessions and luxury assets, often
portraying cameos of the family members who commissioned them or their coats of arms.
Within these next pages, we’ll look at many of these early trump cards and come to appreciate
their great iconographic variety; in the beginning, the trionfi cards featured an unfixed
sequence of images. Like a pictorial laboratory, they present a visual matrix of the known
world, ordered from the microcosmic to the macrocosmic, in which secular characters meet
philosophical allegories, antique divinities, and cosmic representations. At this point in time, the
choice of images on these cards evoke, if not esoteric practices, a sophisticated attitude
toward the connection between images and the profound depth of their symbolic
meanings.During the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, card culture tentacularity expanded



over Europe with a profusion of new games, decks, and systems. If cards were alive and well in
Italy, they became a favorite pastime in France, which developed its own suits system (Hearts,
Clubs, Diamonds, and Spades), just as Germany did (Hearts, Leaves, Bells, and Acorns), both
countries falling head over heels into the trionfi deck bandwagon. If “tarau” is listed as one of
the two hundred games played by ogre Gargantua in Rabelais’s sixteenth-century novel, the
earliest examples of French tarot accessible to us are from the seventeenth century. The
Vieville Tarot, the early Jean Noblet, or the Anonymous Parisian showcase a plural
iconography, while the order of the trump cards shifts from one maître cartier to another.
Inspired by similar conceptual axes, each deck is visually reinterpreted according to the card
maker’s taste and poetic licence. All these variations will be calcified in around the eighteenth
century according to one standardized pattern which will become known as the Tarot de
Marseille. However, if the Phocean city swarms with card making artisans (François Bourlion,
François Chosson, Jean François Tourcaty), other card makers in Besançon, Dijon, or Paris,
but also Swiss and Belgium artisans instigate popular tarot decks with slightly different
patterns.“Card Maker Costume” from Costumes grotesque (Fancy Trade Costumes), Nicolas
de Larmessin, 1695.1781—a coup de théâtre in tarot land with the publication of the eighth
volume of Le Monde Primitif (The Primeval World), an encyclopedic behemoth by French
erudite Antoine Court de Gébelin. In the last book of this ambitious, all-encompassing project,
the Protestant pastor and Freemason claims for the first time that tarot is an esoteric tool and
the repository of a lost hermetic knowledge, a statement that will dramatically reshape tarot’s
perception, setting the pack of cards into Western esotericism for the centuries to come. In his
chapter dedicated to the popular card games2, Court de Gébelin recounts the fateful episode
in which this revelation came to be. One evening, invited in some private salons, a woman he
identified as “Madame C. de H.” persuaded him to join her party for a game of tarot. The deck
puzzled him, as he admitted he had never seen anything like it before, describing the cards as
“a rhapsody of bizarre and extravagante figures.”3 Yet, as he explains, it took him a dashing
fifteen minutes4 to decipher the allegories presented on the cards and declare the Egyptian
origins of the tarot in a definitive way. Although based on a self-possessed revelation rather
than historical evidence, Court de Gébelin’s affirmation is a butterfly effect moment of the world
of reading cards, reinventing tarot for the century to come. Moreover, since Le Monde Primitif
also featured illustrations of a Tarot de Marseille, Court de Gébelin’s text hammered the
temporary hegemony of the Marseille model as the “true tarot” par excellence. The author
indeed describes how the Most Sacred Book of the Egyptian was concealed in a vulgar vessel,
a pack of cards, to avoid being destroyed, but his keen initiated eye wouldn’t be fooled. This
chapter also discusses early sacred numerology aspects of the cards and some fabulist
etymological sources for the “tarot.” The text is followed by an equally seminal and disputable
essay by the Comte de Mellet (writing as the “C. de M.***”) on tarot as a divination tool. He
describes the narrative sequence of trumps as an allegory of the three ages—Golden Age,
Silver Age, and Iron Age—inverting the sequence and starting with the World card to finish
with the Bateleur. But most importantly, he’ll discuss the use of playing cards for divination in
more technical terms, and for the first time in history, will refer to tarot as the Book of Thoth.
Although historically erroneous, the belief in the Egyptian origins of the tarot is a pure product
of the eighteenth-century zeitgeist, squeezed between the early hours of disciplines like
archeology but before the Champollion era, his subsequent translation of hieroglyphs, and a
more rigorous approach to historical research. At that time, Ancient Egypt was embraced as an
exotic and mystical civilization, its elaborate funerary rites, theriomorphic gods, and a
bewildering mythology fueling the imaginations of esoteric groups trying to emulate the ancient



world’s mystery schools. Court de Gébelin and De Mellet’s lack of historical accuracy can be
interpreted as absurd to our twenty-first century practices, but they were not aberrant for that
time.The eighteenth century is one of the first golden ages of the art of reading cards, marked
by many theories and publications paving the way of this culture for the century to come. Jean
Baptiste Alliette, aka Etteilla, published the first books on cartonomancy in the 1770s, offering
for the first time in publication a technical method with spreads and formulaic meanings to be
used with a regular piquet playing card deck. The Etteilla case is fascinating, and we will
dedicate a full chapter to it later as we’ll look at his decks since, in the 1790s, Alliette famously
tergiversated. Influenced by the work of Court de Gébelin and De Mellet, the “algebra master”
will subsequently fully revisit his card mythos after reading Le Monde Primitif, contributing to
the diffuse the idea of tarot as the esoteric legacy of the Egyptians. A keen merchant and
prolific writer, Alliette created his own reading system, doubling down by publishing the first
card deck published solely as a divination tool, with a set of trump cards reordered according
to his own Book of Thoth interpretation.Many aspects of his legacy allowed card readings to be
accessible to a wider audience. More importantly, and along with Mademoiselle Lenormand,
Alliette was instrumental in establishing the cartomancer as a public, popular archetype going
from a fairground act to an educated mystic, with the attempt to legitimize the profession as a
quasi-scholarly practice, if not a science. Boosting that signal to the apex of European fame,
Lenormand, the first “celebrity cartomancer” and improbable French Revolution5 icon, will
become a literal household name for cartomancy. After her death, several card makers will
(re)brand old games into new divination systems bearing the name and sometimes the
idealized likeness of the famed Parisian sibyl to quench the growing thirst for fortune-telling
games.Throughout the nineteenth century, the divide between the popular and esoteric
approach to card divination widened, sharply cleaving the diffusion of popular cartomancy
against the development of the occult tarot. On one hand, card production boomed with the
industrial revolution, accelerating the creation and circulation of oracular decks to a mass
audience. In France, La Sibylle des Salons, Le Livre du Destin, and a plethora of other packs of
cards were designed to appeal to a new market of armchair cartomancers. Without any
esoteric knowledge whatsoever, these novices could just pick up these oracle games and give
themselves a lighthearted reading following the simplified instruction provided or the
indications and keywords conveniently inscribed directly onto the cards. In Germany and
Eastern Europe, the Petit Lenormand or Kipper Karten became popular fortune-telling games,
and each country, according to their own sensibility, developed a kinship for one system or
another. Musing on one’s future is a recreational parlor occupation. “Mariage,” “Money,”
“Betrayal,” “Birth,” “Gossip,” “Court Case”—the designs of these cards usually present a little
nineteenth-century time capsule, displaying the fashion, architecture, or way of life of their
times. Most importantly, the attributed meaning of these folk systems reflects the hopes and
fears of everyday people wondering what this tumultuous era will bring to them as the century
constantly shifts between political upheavals, economic developments, and the birth of new
social classes. Card-based divination games were everywhere, from chocolate giveaways to
newspaper stalls, and for a couple of nickels, one could purchase a humble pamphlet6 capable
of turning a regular playing card deck into a domestic fate soother.“Shipwreck” and “Fortune”
cards from a unique, hand-colored divination deck created in France in 1791.In response to
these times ruled by materialism, technological advancements, and a growing suspicion toward
conventional religion, the occult sensibility deepens and new forms of spirituality emerge,
thriving on a longing to reconnect differently to the sacred. The mid- and late-nineteenth
century era will see many new philosophical systems or practices bloom, regularly



amalgamating ancient magical traditions with more modern views. Tarot is of course a
prominent part of this story, in no small part because Eliphas Levi’s work contributed greatly to
make the popular card game into the esoteric vessel par excellence. Probably the most
influential occult thinker of his time, the once-named Alphonse-Louis Constant was a former
sub-deacon who left the Catholic Church because of a failed paramour and subsequently deep-
dived into High Magic, promulgating a reconciliation between religion and science through the
form of a syncretic esoteric practice. His massive Dogme et Rituel de la Haute Magie (Dogma
and Ritual of High Magic), published in two volumes between 1854 and 1855, will exist as one
of the cornerstones of French esotericism for the next century, serving as a seminal text for
several generations of occultists. What makes Levi’s contribution so important is that he
manages to establish a coherent correspondence system between several ancient traditions
within the Tarot de Marseille trump cards. Suddenly, alchemy, astrology, or hermeticism find a
consistent expression within the cards onto which Levi also assigns a letter of the Hebrew
alphabet, linking the tarot to the study of Kabbalah. With his acidic opinions of cartomancy, Levi
will contribute to polarizing these profane practices and establish the esoteric studies of the
tarot as a well of transcendence. Comprised within its twenty-two Major Arcanas, the
impeccable synthesis of the rational and the metaphysical was laid bare for those who could
decipher its content, a mystical portal opening toward the sacred wisdom of the past.Dogme et
Rituel de la Haute Magie set the tone for the next hundred years, and the legacy of Levi’s work
would have a profound influence on the work of Papus, Oswald Wirth, Falconnier, and the
myriads of esoteric scholars of the French Belle Epoque. It is important to note that the occult
tarot at this point is usually seen as a meditation object and a sacred book, and not really in its
profane form as a pack of cards. Envisioned as a set of hieroglyphic icons, the twenty-two
cards are from now on referred to as the “Majors Arcanas,”7 usually tightly bound in a codex, to
be studied progressively in its original order, the cards and their symbolic narrative guiding the
allegorical process of initiation.1886—On the other side of the Channel, a young Brooklyn-
born, British-raised scholar, who had discovered Levi’s work a handful of years prior, publishes
for the first time a summarized version of the French magus’ esoteric theories for the
Anglophone world. The Mysteries of Magic: A Digest of the Writings of Eliphas Levi, compiled
by a twenty-nine-year-old Arthur Edward Waite, greatly impacts a Great Britain culture already
twirling at full speed in its own occult revival. This same year, theosophist and ceremonial
magician William Wynn Westcott sketches a group of drawings guided by the interpretative
descriptions of Levi’s work. Apart from the chariot and its two sphinxes directly mimicking the
illustrations of Levi’s Rituel de la Haute Magie, the Westcott cards are unique and icon-like,
hieratic and meticulously symbolical, but completely removed from the classic iconography of
the French games. In fact, tarot isn’t really played in Great Britain, and a Marseille pack would
have been rather hard to find in Victorian England, which left much room to imagine the visual
impact of the Major Arcanas and their magical subtext. Wescott, along with fellow occultists
McGregor Mathers and Woodman later founded the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn, an
initiatic organization whose teachings mended together esoteric philosophy and ceremonial
rites, incorporating many ancient traditions and in which the study of the Major Arcanas of the
tarot became central. As tarot historian Helen Farley8 suggests, McGregor Mathers is the one
who will place the study of tarot at the center of the Golden Dawn magical teachings,
renovating quite a bit of the corpus of interpretations and renaming some of the cards to match
a doctrinal body laced with ancient philosophy. Under his impulse, The Bateleur becomes the
Magician, the Pope morphed into the Hierophant and the Popess emerges as the lunar High
Priestess. Mathers will invert the Justice and the Strength cards, now respectively number XI



and VIII to adjust the order of the cards to his system that corresponded to the
Kabbalah.“Liberal person, loyal friend,” King of Hearts cartomancy card showing an elegantly
dressed woman leaving money in a donation box. Produced by Chocolat du Foyer, these little
cartomancy cards were given as a free gift with chocolate bars. Printed by La Lithographie
Parisienne, late nineteenth century.Oswald Wirth’s Bateleur, first card of his Tarot des Imagiers
du Moyen Âge (The Tarot of the Magicians), associated with the Hebrew letter Alef.The World,
tarot sketch by William Wynn Westcott, 1886.Sun card, Pamela Colman Smith, Rider-Waite-
Smith Tarot, 1909.The Golden Dawn teachings turns into an incubator for what will later
become the full-fledged Anglo-Saxon tarot tradition, conspired as we’ll see by two of its former
members. Riffed with internal feuds, the order slowly disbanded starting in 1899, ostracizing
the Aleister Crowley - McGregor Mathers clan and forcing fractions to form satellite initiatory
groups. Waite, our early Eliphas Levi translator, evolved into a preeminent occult scholar and,
freed from the political battles within the Hermetic Order, initiated the conception of his first
tarot deck. For the design, he sought the services of artist extraordinaire Pamela Colman
Smith, herself initiated to the Golden Dawn.Bohemian and multi-faced genius, “Pixie” Colman
Smith, a Pratt Institute student, wore many hats at the time. She working as a set and costume
designer for the Lyceum Theater along with Bram Stoker and Ellen Terry, while juggling a
writing career, her own publishing business, and work as an illustrator, folklorist, and storyteller.
A visionary artist in her own right, she developed a synesthetic approach to painting triggered
by music. The experience of sounds inspired her shapes and colors, enabling her to
automatically transcribe sonic tonalites into epic scenes, weaving together the whimsical and
the poetic. Her bold, unique visual style, influenced by art nouveau, symbolism, and Japanese
ukiyo-e, is incredibly subtle, conveying complex narrative depths with very few lines and details.
If her legacy was almost forgotten during the twentieth century, her name has been
reestablished within the past decades as the unsung hero of the tarot world, her artistic
contribution becoming the classic template of many decks created in Great Britain and the
United States.Waite commissioned Smith’s original drawings of tarot’s seventy-eight cards,
executed for a flat fee, between April and October 1909. If Waite might have been heavily
involved in the visual conception of the Major Arcanas, he seemingly gave carte blanche to
Colman Smith in order to create the minor suits according to her own vision. Inspired by the
Sola Busca deck, an Italian game from the fifteenth century, she is credited for the idea of
designing a set of figurative images instead of the geometric pip cards, an innovation breathing
dramatic and psychological intensity in this traditionally abstract group of cards. This
groundbreaking alteration, a revolution so to speak, allows any novice to intuitively connect
with the evocative dimension of the cards, and ultimately to their esoteric significance. The first
dynamic duo of the tarot, the Waite-Smith collaboration will turn into the cartomantic golden
standard in the English-speaking world, morphing the pack of cards into an Aquarius age must-
have. Indeed, in the 1970s, Stuart R. Kaplan and his freshly founded company U.S. Games
Systems negotiated the copyrights of the deck with Waite’s daughter Sybil to publish it on the
United States territory, greatly contributing in anchoring Colman Smith’s extraordinary images
in the popular imagination.As mentioned earlier, Waite wasn’t the only Golden Dawn squire
experimenting with tarot production, and if the Waite-Smith duet produced a canonic deck, the
Thoth Tarot isn’t far behind in popularity. Brainchild of trickster supreme Aleister Crowley and
artist Lady Frieda Harris, the Thoth is another example in which a complex esoteric system is
brought to life by the visions of a psychic artist.The recent discovery of the Collection of
Palermo in 2012 shows that Crowley was already interested in assembling his own
interpretation of the tarot while he was in Cefalu, Sicily, establishing his magical utopian



commune, the Abbey of Thelema. From the small group of oil paintings produced by the British
magus in the 1920s, two of them openly portray tarot cards: an Egyptian-inspired Moon card
showing two Anubis-like divinities facing each other in a nocturnal landscape and a self-portrait
of Crowley as the Hierophant, on which the number 5, associated with the card, is clearly
visible.Crowley and Harris joined forces on this project from 1938 to 1944. With her modernist
lines and darker palettes, the artist managed to empower Crowley’s renovated tarot system,
incorporating his interpretation of Kabbalah, astrology, and his own doctrinal system. Nebulous
and sophisticated, the Thoth Tarot is, to many, the culmination of Crowley’s work, a visual
compendium synthesizing a lifetime of esoteric research. Crowley and Harris’s merged talent
was revealed as The Book of Thoth, a limited publication of two hundred copies. Though
neither of them lived to see their work distilled into a deck of cards, the Thoth Tarot is
nonetheless considered a quintessential esoteric tool, vying in popularity with its Waite-Smith
cousin.With the 1960s and the development of the occulture, tarot and card divinations
adapted and transformed, forging distinctive and parallel paths, expanding as a tool for self-
exploration, introspection, and a starting point for psychological reflection. Authors like Eden
Gray, Rachel Pollack, Alejandro Jodorosky, and Mary K. Greer contributed to democratizing its
practice while raising its integrity standard and allowing for its complexity to be accessible to a
broader audience. Toward the end of the twentieth century, reading cards transformed into a
normalized ritual, both sacred and profane, using a spiritual device that many feel inspired to
explore and reinvent.Starting in the 1990s, new types of decks appeared, bearing witness to
the great variety of practices and practitioners coming from all sides of the spiritual spectrum
and social fabric. Transformed into a political oracle, tarot slowly brews the urge for
representations, showcasing the diversity of people who feel the desire to reclaim their
spirituality with such a versatile tool, infusing with great inventiveness its perennial tradition
with their own symbolic modalities.Inspired by television, film franchises, comics, and pulp
literature, novelty tarots mushroom in legions at bookstores and lifestyle retailers, making tarot
purists roll their eyes, yet demonstrating so profoundly how our pop culture fills the void of
ancient archetypes and creates new pantheons in which we can identify with. And, as with
everything else, the internet will completely reshuffle the way we experience card culture,
research its history, produce decks, learn how to read cards, and form guilds of interest around
them.The millennial divination culture is a real renaissance, moving forward an arcane art form
with the help of micro-technological revolutions; library and museum digital collections such as
Gallica/Bibliothèque nationale de France or the British Museum suddenly giving access for free
to historical card decks and primary sources profoundly expanded the way we perceive and
research cards. This availability of information and the ability for people to create platforms on
forums or social media to share their theories stimulate a constant dialogue and contribute to
keep cards practices and its research a lively, expandable field. This accessibility, one could
argue, might be partly responsible for the regain of interest in historical systems. Once known
by a handful of selected enthusiasts, the Lenormand system is now a popular alternative for
cartomancers who have access to hundreds of new decks each years. One could wonder now
if the slightly overlooked Etteilla might soon grow toward the same fate. And, thanks to digital
means, historical decks from the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries are often restored as
absolute labor-of-love ventures by makers longing to reconnect to tarot’s glorious past, and by
extension, introducing these antiquated decks to a new generation of diviners.Within the past
ten years, the development of Kickstarter completely reshaped the way card decks are
financed, allowing some of them to become cult objects before even being produced. The
secret architect of so many revolutionary decks, Kickstarter served as a creative midwife for a



large cohort of artists and makers, allowing them to find their own audience, support their
projects, and regularly create a financially sustainable life around what they hold so sacred.
Unveiled in 2019 by Meredith Graves, in-house Director of Music and Many Magickal Things,
Witchstarter contributed greatly in defining what would become the business model of
contemporary deck-making. Through that system, a new type of cards bloomed, created by
artists. More experimental, aesthetically rigorous, norm-challenging, or simply just
extravagantly niche, these cards are other, freed from a commercial need to please the
mainstream taste, divorced from the idea of a one-size-fits-all spiritual quest. For the first time
in card history, we have a somehow cloudless, panoramic view on this practice past, present,
and future. And if, as we’ll see in these pages, that past is fascinating, I hope that by the end of
this book, you’ll believe as much as I do that its future is just as exhilarating.The Moon, Aleister
Crowley, from the Palermo Collection, 1920–23, courtesy of the OTO.Laughing Fool, attributed
to Jacob Cornelisz van Oostsanen, sixteenth century.THE FOOLTohubohu—an expression
commonly used by the French to describe incomprehensible noises. A loud, continuous, and
often irritating sound whose origins can’t be identified. The term, derived from the Hebrew
phrase Tohu wa-bohu, which appears prominently as one of the early sentences of Genesis,
as part of the ancient testament’s effort to define the primordial chaos and darkness at the
beginning of time, before the divine creative act.In the narrative sequence formed by the Major
Arcana cards, the Fool is the Tohu Bohu. The primitive, unshaped energy, where all things
emerge from and return. Associated with the numbers zero or twenty-two, our Fool is a sort of
wild card, a dynamic alpha and omega tightrope walk through the symbolic tale of the trump
cards. Our Fool is the materia prima of the alchemists, the raw substance whose successive
encounter with the archetypal figures of the cards will allow him to find shape and lead him to
transcendence.Like a commencement clap, a big bang, he attracts our attention, sucking us
into the parade of archetypes we are about to meet. In the Tarocchi Fine dalla Torre, we catch
him in a jig, dancing and simultaneously playing the flute while beating drums. In the Sola
Busca, our Mato plays bagpipe, a musicality and enthusiasm for wind instruments that might
find echos in the etymology of his name. The “Fool,” a word derived from the Latin follis, used
to describe bellows and empty leather bags. In this context, one can read a pejorative
commentary based on the fact that the head of our protagonist is hollow, inflated with air,
windy. “Empty vessels make the most noise,” as some might say.The Fool’s cacophony reminds
me of the Feast of Fools, a medieval tradition abolished in 1445 after the Protestant Faculty of
Theology of Paris found that these obscene and pagan manifestations violated good morals.1
One day a year, on January 1, people were allowed to transgress all the rules dictated by the
church and state. A day of inversion and anarchist merriment in which one would conjure the
spirit of the Fool: temporary madness, lewdness, and irreverence toward the established order.
Hence in the Momus card of the Minchiate de Poilly, our jingling jester takes the role of the
Roman god of satire and mockery, who ridicules the gods and lampoons Zeus for being a
violent god, incapable of refraining from his lust toward women. His nefarious talents lead
Momus to be expelled from Mount Olympus. What happens to him next? Does he become a
rolling stone, wandering aimlessly as he loses his place among the Olympian divinities? Like
Momus, the Fool belongs nowhere, therefore he is at home everywhere.In the Misero card and
the infamous Noblet card, the Fool appears as a vagabond, a destitute whose nudity isn’t
related to indecent behavior this time. His exposed body is an indicator of his complete
décalage to his surroundings. The sensitive flesh of both characters is attacked by small
animals, fangs and claws all out. The first does not flinch, his gaze contemplating the horizon,
lost in his meditative thoughts. The other, caught in a frantic pilgrimage, keeps going, moving



forward, unbothered by the bite, as if pushed by a calling. Both are disconnected from our
reality, closer to a divine one. His uncanny, inherent wisdom makes him a maverick, pushing
him at the edge of society. Like the animals around him, the Fool is uncollared, carefree,
undomesticated. He is a feral soul.In his Tarot des Imagiers du Moyen Âge, Oswald Wirth
depicts a somehow incongruous creature to the Fool’s bestiary, a crocodile,2 hidden by an
elongated pillar. The Swiss occultist describes the image using these terms: “The Lynx with
piercing eyes, is pursuing the insentient Wanderer towards an upturned obelisk, behind which
a crocodile lies in wait, ready to devour whatever is destined to return to chaos, that is to the
primeval substance from which the ordered world was born.”3The Fool’s crocodile lingered as
a visual trope until the legendary Egyptians origins of tarot were objected to by history itself.
The voracious reptile recalls Ammitt, devourer of souls, a symbol of danger, highlighting by
contrast the naivete and inexperience of the Fool. One could also see it as a personification of
Sobek, the Egyptian god of fertility, who somehow self-created, emerging from the primeval
waters of Nun. Vigorously walking toward Sobek, the Fool could be seen as what Paul Foster
Case called “the active principle of existence prior to actual manifestation.”4 Perhaps he is born
to be wild. Maybe he is wild to be born. He bends the rules, mocks himself, fails, and smiles.
He is connected to divine exuberance instead of instinctive fear and will never trade an
occasion to stop and smell the roses.Mato, Sola Busca Tarot, Italy, fifteenth century.Fool card
from the Tarocchi Fine dalla Torre, Bologna, Italy, seventeenth century.Fool card from the so-
called Gringonneur or Charles VI Tarot, Northern Italy, fifteenth century.Fool card from the
Vieville Tarot, France, seventeenth century.Le Fou, Noblet Tarot, France, 1659.Momus card
from Minchiate de Poilly, François de Poilly, published around 1712 and 1741.La fête des fous
et des diacres (The Feast of Fool and Deacons), from Paris a travers les siècles (Paris
Through the Centuries), Gourdon de Genouillac, 1881.Fool card from the Visconti-Sforza
Tarot, Milan, Italy, fifteenth century.Misero, so-called Mantegna Tarot, E-series, engraved by
Johann Ladenspelder, published between 1540-1550.Le Fou, Tarot des Imagiers du Moyen
Âge, Oswald Wirth, 1889.Madness, or the Alchemist, from the Grand jeu de l’Oracle des
Dames, designed by G. Regamey, France, 1890-1900.The Conjurer, Hieronymus Bosch or his
workshop, 1502, Musée Municipal de Saint-Germain-en-Laye.THE MAGICIANNow you see it,
now you don’t: In this 1502 painting attributed to Hieronymous Bosch or one of his followers, a
street performer has set a table in a busy area of town. The man carries a basket attached to
his belt, from which an owl, symbolizing deceit in the medieval bestiary, peaks his head out. At
his feet sits a jester dog, wearing a belt of bells strap around his small brown body. Quickly set
up, he has disposed of a variety of objects on the table in front of him—tumblers and a conic-
shaped cup, little marbles similar to the one he holds, a golden hoop, a small wand, and, as
incongruous as it sounds, a minuscule frog.The magician performs a sleight-of-hand trick and
a diverse crowd of men, women, nobles, merchants, children, and a nun slowly form around
his stall. As the performer rolls a marble between his thumb and index finger, a man is
spontaneously struck with some abnormal reaction and regurgitates another frog.
Incapacitated by this strange behavior, he doesn’t realize that the man behind him is stealing
his bag of coins, only leaving the elaborate key he is also carrying around his belt.Although this
painting isn’t a tarot card, it was created around the same time as the Visconti-Sforza deck and
draws around the same cultural tropes, all celebrating the late medieval imagination. The
Conjurer indeed shares both the narrative and the archetypal essence of the first protagonist of
our major arcana whose English denomination—the Magician—dilutes the iconographic roots
and lessens the meanings of the card. Traditionally, the image comes with a more profane twist
—Le Bateleur/Il Bagatto/The Artisan/The Stage Magician—a man of humble means who, by



his skill set, can create beauty and a sense of wonderment, wow an audience, and conjure
metamorphosis. He might be of a nomadic kind as much as the Fool is, but he stops his travels
and sets up temporary shop by putting his table down. This table is a stage, a laboratory of
visual experience, the focal point swallowing people’s gaze like a black hole. On it, you can find
the tools he used—the tools of the tarot—a reminder of each suit corresponding to the four
elements: the Knife, a symbolic sword; a twig or a stick; the Wands; the magical goblets; the
Cup, the balls or the coins.The Bateleur is often associated with Mercury, god of thieves and
travelers. His arm gesture, one arm pointed upward, one arm down, mimics the Roman God’s
gesture found in classical statuary. With such patronage, one could expect our character to
have an edge and shares some of his characteristics. A trickster, he is capable of distorting
appearances, challenging boundaries. He can shift realities in front of our eyes.With its iconic
checker borders, the Tarot Anonyme de Paris is easily identifiable and, to me, one the most
atypical decks from the past, the originality of the artist’s trump cards making it such a treasure
to look at. Furthermore, it’s also one of the few complete decks from the seventeenth century
left for us to enjoy. Rather atypically, the Magician is represented from the side instead of facing
us. This slight change of perspective allows the viewer to see him interact with two spectators.
One of them, coiffed with a donkey-eared hat, points at the table, indicating with his finger
which cups he believes hides the ball, while his companion seems completely puzzled by the
trick he’s just witnessed.The Tarot de Jacques Viéville, created around 1650, features a
prototypical Marseille Bateleur, with his three-legged table, the large lemniscate hat, and the
serpentine gesture of his arms connecting heaven and earth, bridging worlds.He is the tarot
reader, who performs and gives meaning, hides and highlights in a ballet of gestures and
words an ageless, cunning art form. He is an artist, a poet, who, like the Greek lyre player
Orpheus, can travel between realms, lift the veil of realities using his standing body as a
conduit, an antenna for the vibrations from other dimensions. He is both a charlatan and a
prophet and his tricks don’t have to be real to produce real effect. As in the Bosch image, the
stage magic, a controlled simulacrum, allows for the bizarre to puncture our reality. If the trick is
fake, the frogs this spectator vomits are nonetheless very real. In the Etteilla decks, showing a
Magus in front of magical implements or even a puppet, the card will be associated with
diseases and their cures. Performing the show impacts the spectator. In this sense, the
Magician presents an allegory of tarot itself—a poetic spectacle that allows for inner
transformation—an initiatic art form in which symbols are manipulated in a provocative,
sometimes disquieting way that coerces vulnerability. In the Bosch painting, the man vomits
frogs and gets robbed, yet that wonderful key is still there. In tarot, no matter which side of the
table we stand behind, we gamble with the spiritual. In what the cards allow us to witness, we
cannot lose.Le Batelleur, the first card of the Vergnano Tarot, a Piedmontese deck visually
quoting the Marseillais model, 1827.Mercury card from Das Auge Gottes (The Eye of God), a
German divination deck from the 1860s. Depicted as a fleet-footed messenger and holding the
caduceus, Mercury, the Roman god of communication, omens, and divination who often
assumes the role of psychopomp, is used here to convey the idea that he is the liaison
between different dimensions. Like the Magician, he is a trickster and an orator.Mercure, first
card of the minchiate created by François de Poilly, published between 1721 and 1742.The
Charlatan, from l’Oracle Symbolique (The Symbolic Oracle), a parlor divination game
published by Watilliaux, in Paris, 1890.Mercurio, forty-second card of the so-called Mantegna
Tarot, E-series, engraved by Johann Ladenspelder, between 1540 and 1560.Mercure, a knave
of hearts from the Cartes Heroiques playing deck, illustrated by Victor Lange in 1847.Odéon,
king of spades from a deck of French playing cards depicting the different theaters of Paris and



the type of theatrical entertainments they would showcase in the early nineteenth century.
Odéon, like l’Odéon-Théâtre, renowned for the gravitas of its performances, a theater in which
Sarah Bernhardt will later play in Racine’s Phèdre for the first time. Appearing in a cloudy
explosion, this charismatic gentleman lands onstage, leaving the spectator in awe, with a
supernatural staging reminiscent of the smoke-and-mirrors characteristic of the Magician
archetype.Maladie, Grand Etteilla Tarot Egyptien, Paris, 1879–90.Le Magicien ou le Bateleur
(Maladie), Grand Etteilla Tarot Egyptien, Paris, 1850-90.“The False Prophet,” from the Egyptian
revival Grand Etteilla, published in Paris in 1875. The card, numbered fifteen, is associated
with “melancholia” and “lack of foresight.”Tarot Della Rocca, with a double-headed and rather
impish and barely sober Bagatto, raising a glass and not a wand, created in 1887 by Fratelli
Armanino, Genova, Italy.Zoroastro, a Florentine minchiate card from 1725 depicting Zoroaster,
the Iranian prophet, performing a ritual.Rihanna attends the Met Gala celebrating the opening
of the exhibit Heavenly Bodies: Fashion and the Catholic Imagination at the Metropolitan
Museum of Art on May 7, 2018, in New York City. (Photo by John Shearer/Getty Images for the
Hollywood Reporter.)THE POPESS – THE HIGH PRIESTESSCan one really unsee this image
of 2018, as Barbadian singer Rihanna appeared on the red carpet of the Met Gala, clad in a
pope-inspired attire composed of jewel-encrusted mantle, matching miter, and a minidress
revealing her legs perched on twelve-inch stilettos? If the provocative outfit unofficially won
“best dress”1 at the Catholic-themed fashion event, it also stirred the pot in a glorious
controversy. Rihanna reclaimed for one night the regalias of the Roman Catholic pope, one of
the most important spiritual leaders of the Western world, taking the opportunity to make her
own the symbolic garments solely worn before her, and for centuries, by white men. The world
of words was scandalized, enamored, and fascinated by such a powerful image, and so was I.
With poise and an authoritative charisma, she strode the scarlet stairs of the museum,
maintaining stoic eye contact with the cameras, magnetizing the thousand and one
photographers grouped at her feet. Her sartorial fearlessness and the clamering storm that
ensued was riveting and immediately brought to my mind the Tarot Popess/High Priestess
axiom. The card, a favorite of many readers, weaved the exact same cultural paradox as
Rihanna’s taboo appearance—the explosive collision of femininity, wisdom, and power. The
affirmation of the feminine mystique in the realm of a patriarchal order.Who is this woman
historically called the “Popess” in the tarot, and how did she morph into the High Priestess later
on? Her identity, role, and significance have enthralled many scholars over the years, making
her one of the most controversial of the Major Arcanas. She first emerged on the Italian trionfi
decks in the fifteenth century, presented as a woman in religious garb, wearing the papal
crown, which seems, even to our modern eye, incongruous. To this day, there is little room for
women in the Vatican hierarchy, and this image feels antithetic. Patently, the feminine pontiff
recalls the tantalizing myth of Pope Joan, which grew in popularity during the late medieval
period in Europe. As the legend goes, in the ninth century, the learned woman successfully
passed as a man and ascended one by one the steps of the eclesiastic ladder to be elected
pope. Her subterfuge is said to have lasted for several years, until the day in which, during a
procession, the pregnant popess gave birth to a child, to the surprise, or should we say the
horror, of the cardinals around her. Copiously illustrated in medieval manuscript, the Pope Joan
narrative doesn’t seem to fit. Commissioned by the aristocracy of Northern Italy, it’s hard to
believe that these early trionfi cards would mock the validity of the Roman Catholic authority. It
is more likely that our triple-tiara-wearing damsel represented a personification of “Mother
Church,” the protector and the nurturer of the faithful, or an allegory of Faith not uncommon to
see in Italian churches. In the tarot, the Popess accoutrements knows very little variations until



the nineteenth century. Always wearing the distinctive papal crown, she is typically represented
with a book. A blue one, the focal point of the image in the Visconti Sforza, she holds it closed
in her left hand as if to signify not only was she the guardian of knowledge, but also policed its
accessibility. As the iconography consolidated in the seven-teeth century through the Tarot de
Marseille prototype, the Popess isn’t just holding the book but actively reading it, the large
volume spread open on her lap. As we look at her, it almost feels like we are interrupting as
she reading, a perennial ritual, a gestative meditation. Her head is raised, yet she doesn’t look
at us. She is intimidating, impenetrable, and mysterious, and her unavailability to us makes her
somehow more compelling. Deviated, subverted from both pleasure and maternity, her
femininity challenged what’s socially expected from her and from women in general. Engorged
with the enigma of the book she reads, she became the pregnant vessel for sacred knowledge,
and her intimacy is reserved for spiritual matters, the intuitive and the esoteric.Behind her, a
coiled curtain is stretched between two columns. These iconographic details, as well as the
eighteenth-century idea of the Egyptian origins of tarot developed in esoteric circles, would
ultimately lead the Popess to be interpreted as Isis in disguise. Slowly, her triple tiara is
replaced by a crescent headdress, inspiring illumination through reflection. She becomes
appreciated as a feminine figure of the liminal, a Persephone-like entity allowed, unlike her
profane consort, to go back and forth between worlds and to orchestrate revelations. Not only a
scholar of mystical liturgies, she becomes a gatekeeper of the sacred realms, thus connecting
the human experience to the divine. The masonic tradition will claim her columns as Joachim
and Boaz, the two pillars at the entrance of Solomon’s Temple, making her the navel of
polarities. Otherworldly, she lifts the veil. She allows perceptions to flicker between the
objective and subjective. To that matter, as she finds her new symbolic identity in the
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries as the High Priestess, her body and its materiality
loses physical consistency. In the Rider-Waite-Smith, the lunar prophetess is a mere torso
seated on a cube, rising from the cascading flow of an ectoplasmic robe. As we look at her,
within the temple she guards, holding the Sacred Laws, we are confronted to an apparition, a
spiritual hologram, the Shekinah that Waite describes as a the feminine expression of God2
and the “Highest and Holiest of the Greater Arcana.”3
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Anne K. Aube, “A beautifully crafted book. The illustrations in this book alone are worth the
price of this book! It’s beautifully bound and makes a beautiful addition to my library. I’m using it
primarily as a visual reference and it’s perfect for may needs.”

Weird Historian, “Beautiful book!. This stunning book is simply a joy to read and gaze at.
Laetitia is an expert on the subject matter, and offers fascinating information accompanying the
beautiful imagery throughout.”

Hugh Hackett, “Big and Beautiful. I just received it and flipped through...it IS very visual. I
haven't read it yet but it's great to look at.”

Trever D Swearingen, “Gorgeous Book. A beautiful and insightful archive covering the history
of Tarot cards, and the artists and artwork that comprises many decks both common and
obscure. Highly recommended for anyone in love with Tarot.”

H, “Absolutely brilliant. A visual and historical feast. An engaging reference. Will be reading this
for years to come.”

kdd, “More than a book of beautiful cards - it's an expansive vision of the tarot. This is a well
made solid book with gorgeous illustrations. And there's more. First the images are not just
card images. There are photographs and art reproductions throughout the book. Three of the
images I shared show some of these other visual sources. (My photos do NOT do the book
justice - they're very high quality). This expansiveness in images is shared in the author's
writings. Keep an open mind and this book might help you make new connections between the
tarot and the world (not just the card). Finally, she has selected some gorgeous contemporary
decks to give the same excellent treatment.Also, it covers more than tarot, including other
forms of cartomancy like Lenormand and playing cards.”

Miranda B., “Book of Wonders!. Engaging writing, visually stunning. Allows the mind to unhook
and engage directly with these archetypal icons. Beautiful!”

HollyBerry, “Big book. This book is huge and very heavy, having said that there's loads of
information,  excellent to learn more about tarot. Fast delivery”

Ms. J. Duff, “Worth the money and more. This book exudes quality, the front is embossed with
the imagery from each suit of tarot cards. I now that I’ve read the first very historical chapter I
am enjoying dipping in and reading about my suit and the card I pull each day. I have used this
with the Smith Waite deck and have always found more significance once I follow up my



immediate reactions and divinatory meanings found in the Smith Waite book with information
from this book. The book doesn’t dictate meaning but provides with with a better intellectual
basis for our self reflection. The art is beautiful, of course and jumping into a bit of history every
day has been a treat. This book as brought me more joy than anything else I have bought in a
long time. Thank you Laetica, I’m only sorry I didn’t buy this from your website, Google Laeticia
Cartomancy to find it.”

Josu, “Magnifico libro sobre la historia visual del Tarot. Una excelente recapitulación visual,
reunido a partir de más de 100 barajas de tarot y 600 años de historia, explora las raíces
simbólicas y esotéricas de cada carta. Con artistas anónimos que rara vez se han visto antes,
maestros modernos e ilustradores actuales, este libro es sorprendente e informativo. Un libro
único y muy completo con 400 páginas y casi 2 kilos de peso. Una lastima que Amazon los
envíe con un simple sobre de cartón sin protección, por lo que libros tan voluminosos come
este quedan inevitablemente dañados en los cantos durante su envío.”

Osvaldo Nicolau dos Santos Júnior, “Belíssimo. Livro com muitas imagens, os relevos da capa
são lindos. Não só para quem é admirador ou usuário do Tarot, mas da própria arte, da
beleza, do desenho.”

Anna, “Poco enciclopedico per essere un volume... enciclopedico?. E' pur vero che parliamo di
tarocchi, non di scienza, ma dato l'aspetto del tomo mi aspettavo qcs di meno personale. In
ogni caso ci sono belle immagini e spunti interessanti nel modo in cui descrive le carte. Forse,
ripensandoci, le carte dei tarocchi si possono raccontare solo da una prospettiva personale.”

J. O'Leary, “Quality. This book is visually stunning. Upon initial receiptit appears to be of high
quality.  Lots of good information.  Decent bibliography.  I am happy to have it in my library.”

The book by Reese Patton has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 86 people have provided feedback.
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